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How it started

Back in 2012, we identified 2 
issues in the hotel industry: And also, we realised that:

Why pay full price 
when you only 
need a hotel 
room for a few 
hours?

Why do I have to 
wait until 2pm to 
check-in? 
Why do I have to 
check-out by 
noon?

Hotels have been 
selling the same 
single product for 
years:
The “Room 
Night”

There is no 
flexibility and no 
personalisation 
in the hotel 
Industry
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We decided to do something 
about it, and make the flexibility 
and personalization in the 
Hospitality industry a reality.

So we started BYHOURS.
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What is BYHOURS?

BYHOURS is the first platform that allows you to book 
a hotel room for a few hours.

Customers choose the check-in time (during day or 
night), the length of their stay and pay only for the 
time they need.

As a result we’ve introduced a new product for 
Hotels.

The Microstays
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A true win-win innovation

Customers

Hotels

Check-in at any 
desired time, 
during the day or 
at night.

A RevPAR (Revenue Per 
Available Room) 
optimisation tool for 
the Hotel that allows to 
increase revenue.

Decide the length 
of your stay: 3, 6, 
or 12 hours.

The only platform 
that allows Hotels to 
sell the same room 
several times a day.

Pay only for the 
time you need.

Hotels decide the 
available check-in 
times, price, room 
types and the 
included services.

80%
Customers demand 
more flexibility

99.9%
Are looking to 
generate additional 
revenue 

They can enjoy Hotels that 
adapt to their needs in a 
flexible way.

Hotels can increase their 
revenues by providing 
empty rooms and offering 
a new service to new 
customers.
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With BYHOURS, you are not 
booking just a room in a flexible 
way. You are transforming how 
you spend your time. 

The hotel becomes whatever 
you need it to be.

 



 

Who uses microstays?
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50%

Business / Professionals

• Enjoy an office with WIFI anywhere
• Relax and refresh before or after a meeting
• Focus on a pending task in a quiet place
• Attend any meeting while you are travelling
• Have a proper conference or skype call
• Find the perfect spot for a Photo Shoot
• Record videos, do interviews, get ready for an event...

15%

• Enjoy the best hotels in town
• Access amazing hotel facilities: pools, rooftops, restaurants
• Rest before or after any kind of event: concerts, 
festivals, sports games, theater

• Make the most of the hotel during a shopping day
• Relax at the hotel spa
• Workout anywhere at anytime
• Have quality time for yourself 

35%
Travelers Lifestyle & Leisure

• Make the most of your time during long stopovers and 
flight connections

• Enjoy choosing check-in whenever you want
• Choose late check-out at your holiday destination
• Wait comfortably for your delayed flight or train
• Drop off your luggage while exploring the city
• Rest and refresh before onboarding your flight
• Stay at comfortable hotels next to hospitals

And many more



A multichannel platform 
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Desktop

Responsive

App

45% 25% 30%
AppResponsiveDesktop

55% CURRENT BOOKINGS 
ARE MOBILE



Main investors

Board members

Howzat Partners
VC with travel investment like Trivago
Sascha Hausmann, ex CEO of Ratetiger and David 
Soskin, ex Cheap Flights CEO are leading the fund. 
Represented at the board by Sascha Hausmann.

HR Ventures
Early-stage venture capital firm, which is part of the 
HahnAir Group.
Investments in travel sector such as happycar.com.
Investments managed and represented at the board by 
Ertan Can.

Labogar
Family office of Grupo Planeta main owners,  
represented through Lara family.
Represented at the board by Enrique Vargas.

Axon Partners
Leading Series A/B venture capitals in Spain with 
investment in companies such as Just Eat, Akamon or 
Wuaki TV.
Axon is one the biggest funds in Spain and Latin
America at the moment.
Represented at the board by Javier Martínez de Irujo.

Roland Zeller
Roland Zeller is a super angel with an impressive 
experience in travel industry. He already exited several 
companies he founded such as Travel.ch.
He is today investing in companies such as
getyourguide.com.

Investors

Other investor pool
Roland brought with him a pool of top level travel  
investors:
Martin Jorgensen: Ex rezidor and current member of
Onyx Payment
Mike Naef. Founder of 
Doodle  And much more…

Caixa Capital Risc
Caixa CR is the VC of the leading Spanish Bank La  
Caixa.
La Caixa is investing in Spanish companies like Wallapop
and Groupalia.

Mediaset (Media Company)
Main leader of Spanish market with ( Tele 5, Cuatro…)  
Media for Equity deal.

SIE
Joint venture investors of Bank Sabadell, ICF and  
Col·legi Enginyers.

A lot of VC experience and exits

USD $8.2M raised since 2012
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WHERE WE 
ARE TODAY



+1M Hours sold
+200,000 Customers

Market Fit

1.
Supply

+3,000 Hotels
+24 Countries

2.

Demand
3.

Business Model
Hotel commission

+ Booking Fee

4.

Technology
+2M invested

Scalable
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Unique Technology
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Since launching in 2012 
BYHOURS has invested heavily 
in tech. As result we  have been 
setting the bar and the 
standards high in the Microstays 
market since day 1.

IMPROVEMENTS

BI with hotel dashboard
AUTOMATION for customer segmentation & 
matching
CONNECTIVITY with major player of the 
industry
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Players benchmarking

(15M€ investment)

Hotels that offer 
microstays

INDIA US APPs

UAE

2019

2012

2012

20132013
(formerly Between9and5)

20132012

2014

2016

2018

2016

2016

2016

MORE FLEXIBILITY
Microstays (any time)

LOCAL
Only few destination

LESS FLEXIBILITY
Day time bookings

GLOBAL
Multiple destinations

Brazil

24 HOURS CHECK IN TIME
3 VERY DIFFERENT PRODUCTS
REAL PAY PER USE
TECHNOLOGY
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WHERE WE 
ARE GOING



B2C
Direct to
customers

2. 
Launch New 
Markets
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Aggressive growth in 
Latin America and 
Middle East 
consolidation

Test USA in 5 
main cities to 
prepare for full 
expansion.

1.

Improve 
Current Markets

3. 
Business 
Evolution 

B2B2C
To other Businesses
Customers/Employees

TOP 20 
Airports 
hubs 

Reach 
profitability in 
European 
markets

2020 main goals

Test Asia main 
transports hubs 
(Hong Kong, 
Singapore,Kuala 
Lumpur, Beijing, 
Bangkok)




